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Project Objectives



System Block Diagram 
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Visual Diagram



I2S Interface
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Single-axis System
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FFT with RAM- Implementation 

Input: raw data input, read address of fft RAM 
Output: FFT RAM results, read request, ready signal
Quartus IP core: FFT IP core, RAM IP core 



FFT - Algorithm 

Control signals to ensure we are using 1024-point data 
streaming FFT

eop : end of packet 
sop : start of packet 

sor : start of raw data   



RAM - Algorithm  

Control signals for FFT RAM
VACANT: wait until source_eop is high 
START: wr_addr signal stream for FFT RAM   



FFT with RAM- Algorithm  

IDLE: wait for ready signals (RAM/FFT) 
READ: read data out of RAM (FIFO)
WRITE: write FFT results to RAM at source_eop 
READY:  get ready to read new data    



FFT with RAM- Waveform Simulation  

Continuous stream of control signals 

FSM states
: WRITE state when wren is high  

FFT data result



Frequency Detection - Implementation
freqdetect.sv

Input: Full FFT output for one channel
Output: Index of the FFT bin corresponding to the frequency of highest magnitude*
Algorithm: Iterate through all bins, updating maxbin when |signal|2 exceeds the running max

*except extremely low frequency/DC components



Frequency Detection - Simulation

fftdone signal 
triggers beginning 
of iteration



Frequency Detection - Simulation

Maxbin updated when cursqmag > maxqsqmag



DOA Estimation

Algorithm
Compute the values in this 
spectrogram sequentially, 
storing the direction of peak 
magnitude. When all directions 
have been processed, the 
direction corresponding to the 
maximum is taken as the DOA.

Spectrogram for test data corresponding to 75 degree DOA



Computing the spatial PSD

for the jth direction, mics 
labeled 0 through 3

Delay matrix D is stored in ROM which is preloaded at compile-time.
Multiplications are performed by dedicated IP blocks.

When complete, the 7-segment displays are updated with the newly estimated 
DOA.

Relevant Files: weightblock.sv, angdisplay.sv, realmult.v, compmult.v, delay_ROM.v



Weightblock FSM

idle start

micloop

compare complete

memread

Read in 
FFT values

Read in delay 
coefficient from ROM Update mic index and 

sum of delay products

Update beam 
number and 
max beam

Update 
display

State after reset



Weightblock Simulation

Module iterates through all directions (bnum), updating doa as larger array outputs are calculated

When done iterating, the state becomes complete, done signal goes high, and the displays are set to 
the correct values (75 for this set of test data)



Reference Projects/Papers

FPGA Implementation of a Bartlett Direction of Arrival Algorithm for a 5.8GHz Circular Antenna Array

A new direction-of-arrival estimation method using automotive radar sensor arrays

Minimum Variance Distortionless Response

https://www.montana.edu/blameres/vitae/publications/d_conference_full/conf_full_016_bartlett_doa_on_fpga.pdf
https://www.montana.edu/blameres/vitae/publications/d_conference_full/conf_full_016_bartlett_doa_on_fpga.pdf
https://www.montana.edu/blameres/vitae/publications/d_conference_full/conf_full_016_bartlett_doa_on_fpga.pdf
https://www.montana.edu/blameres/vitae/publications/d_conference_full/conf_full_016_bartlett_doa_on_fpga.pdf
https://vocal.com/beamforming-2/minimum-variance-distortionless-response-mvdr-beamformer/

